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Kern River Valley Revitalization welcomes anyone to join our discussion of issues in any of our Community Forums.

DUE TO SPAM ATTACKS,
KRVR has had to set ALL the KRVR.org Community Forums as APPROVAL NEEDED
before a new posting is visible to anyone by the Website Administrator.
So, if you post something, it will NOT APPEAR till the Website Administrator gets around to APPROVING it. He does that
once or twice a day (usually). SO, be patient. Bonafide IN CONTEXT postings are WELCOMED!

The opinions posted in these forums are those of the source, which should be indicated. Sometimes, the KRVR.org
website administrator will post an item submitted by others (like the Forest Service or from a PR release or newspaper
article). By posting an item, it in no way indicates that the KRVR.org website administrator or KRVR agrees with the
posting. Things may be posted for information and to encourage further discussion. But there are RULES:
- Comments must have something to do with the subject of the Community Forum under which it is placed,
- Spirited discussion is encouraged. BUT, please keep all commentary civil, and be courteous at all times. Constructive
criticism is welcome, but insults directed towards others will not be tolerated. Coarse/insulting language will not be
tolerated.
- You don&rsquo;t have to be a REGISTERED USER to post comments; but it is encouraged.
- You can sign ANYNAME to a forum topic or reply. Ficticious names are fine (like 'Pollyana' or 'Kernville Sue') BUT,
POSTING AS SOMEONE ELSE IS NOT ALLOWED. Doing so misleads readers who will wrongly think that person actually
posted the message because their name is shown. To post using someone else's name is dishonest & possibly
a form of ID theft. Such messages will be deleted.
- No commercial advertising is permitted.
- Any posts deemed to be self promotion, advertising, or spam can and will be removed. NO SPAM - NO ADVERTISING
eg. Posting and making excessive, inappropriate and unnecessary references to your products and websites is self
promotion.
- This is not the place to settle a commercial disagreement for custom development or to be a 'wall of shame'. Any posts
deemed to be of this nature will be removed. Settle your disputes in private please.
- If you feel a post violates any of these rules, or you need to bring it to the attention of the KRVR.org Administrator,
please click on CONTACT US (look for KRVR.org Administrator under TO COMMENT ON THIS WEBSITE:).
At it&rsquo;s sole discretion, KRVR reserves the right to delete any comment felt to violate these rules.
KRVR reserves the right to change these rules at any time.
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